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The SASSYS code provides detailed steady-state
and transient thermal-hydraulic analyses of the re-
actor core, Inlet and outlet coolant plenums, primary
and Intermediate heat-removal systems, steam genera-
tors, and emergency shut-down heat-renoval systems in
liquld-oetal-cooled fast-breeder reactors (LHFBRs).
The main purpose of the code is to analyse the con-
sequences of failures in the shut-down heat-removal
system and to determine whether thfr system can per-
form its mission adequately even with sone of Its
components inoperable. The code is not plant-
specific. It is Intended for use with any LVFBR,
using either a loop or a pool design, a once-through
steam generator or an evaporator-superheater combina-
tion, and either a honogeneous core or a heterogeneous
core with internal-blanket assemblies. Sone important
features of the code include a detailed core theraal-
hydraullcs treatment with subassembly to subassembly
heat transfer and flow re-distribution between driver
and blanket assemblies, a model for boiling of sodium
in the fuel assemblies, a general thermal-hydraulics
treatment for an arbitrary arrangement of components
in the primary and intermediate heat-transport loops,
and a fast-running stean-generator model. The
numerical nethods minly use seni-lmplicit or fully
implicit tim5 differencing to provide large tins step
sizes and rapid calculations. One key feature of the
code is the sodium-boiling model uhich can be
especially significant in cases where pump power is
lost and noroal natural circulation heads are insuffi-
cient to prevent flow stagnation in part or all of the
core. In such cases, boiling in part of the core
should provide the driving head to re-establish flow
while at the same time removing enough heat to prevent
melting of fuel and clad.

Introduction

The SASSYS code is the latest in a series of
codes which Includes SAS1A,1 SAS2A,2 SAS3A,3 SAS3D,"
and SAS4A.^ These earlier codes were developed to
analyze severe hypothetical core disruptive accidents
involving extensive melting of fuel pins, high power
levels and short tine scales ranging from milliseconds
to a few seconds. They treat the reactor core In
great detail, but the only analysis of phenomena
outside the reactor vessel is a simple treatment of
primary loop hydraulics to drive the subasseobly
coolant dynamics calculations. In contrast, SASSYS is
oriented toward the analysis of shut-down heat removal
performance, and it is also capable of analyzing
operational transients. SASSYS uses a detailed core
treatment taken mainly from SAS4A, but it also con-
tains a detailed thermal hydraulic treatment of the
primary and intermediate heat transport systens, as
well as the steam generators. SASSYS also treats the
control systen In considerably more detail than the
earlier codes.

Since the transients of Interest for SJtSSYS can
have time scales of hundreds or thousands of seconds,
as opposed to the millisecond to second tlrx> scales
usually encountered with the previous SAR codes, the
nunerlcal methods used In SASSYS arc often different
from those used In the previous codes.
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Core Treatrent

The SASSYS core treatment uses a culti-channel
treatment, where each "channel" represents a fuel pin,
Its associated coolant, and a fraction of the subas-
secbly duct wall. Usually a channel is used to repre-
sent an average pin In a fuel subassenbly or a group
of subassenblles, but a channel can also be used to
represent either the hottest pin In a subassenbly or a
control rod. A channel represents the whole length of
a subassembly, including the core, the axial blankets,
the gas plenum region, and the spaces above and belov
the pins. Different channels can be used to account
for radial and azicuthal power variations within the
core, as well as variations in coolant flow orificing
and fuel burn-up. Usually fron five to twenty
channels are used to represent a reactor.

Fuel Pin Heat Transfer

In general, finite differencing in both space and
time is used in SASSYS. Up to 36 axial nodes are used
to represent a channel. Up to 24 of these nodes can
be in the core and axial blankets, with the rest used
for the gas plenum region and the spaces above and
below the pins. For the fuel pin heat transfer calcu-
lations In the core and axial blankets, each axial
node is divided into up to eleven radial fuel nodes,
three clad nodes, one coolant node, and two duct vail
nodes. Outside the core and axial blankets, tempera-
tures are also calculated, but fewer radial nodes are
used.

For the pre-boiling tenperature calculations, the
fuel, clad, coolant, and duct wall tenperatures for an
axial node are solved for simultaneously using a seal-
implicit or fully implicit time differencing schece
that is numerically stable for large time steps.
Teaperature-dependent thermal properties are used.
After boiling starts, the fuel pin heat transfer
calculations stop at the clad surface, and the clad
surface heat flux is used to couple with the boiling
calculation.

Coolant Dynanlcs and Boiling

The coolant flow rate calculations for a channel
are driven by the inlet and outlet coolant plenua pres-
sures, both before and after the start of boiling.
All channels use the sane inlet and outlet plenum
pressures, so flow redistribution between channels as
flov rates and tercperatures change is automatically
accounted for.

The pre-boiling calculations use incompressible
flow. Friction, Inertia, orifice pressure drops, and
grid spacer pressure drops are accounted for. Also,
the gravity head Is re-calculated for every time step
using the current coolant temperatures.

The boiling model is the multiple bubble slug
ejection model from SAS4A. This Is a detailed ncdel
that accounts lor vaporization of a liquid film lefc
on the clad after voiding occurs, condensation of the
vapor on cooler clad and duct vails, and pressure
gradients within vapor bubbles due to atreaning vapor.
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This model calculates Che cooling of the clad due to
vaporization of the liquid film until film dry-out
occurs. It also accounts for the bouyancy effects of
the vapor bubbles.

Reactor Power and Neutron Kinetics

SASSYS uses a point kinetics treatment for the
neutron flux and fission power level. Reactivity
changes are computed for control rod scram, the
Dopplcr effect In the fuel, sodium voiding or density
changes, and fuel thernal expansion. Also, decay heat
power levels are computed.

Primary and Intermediate Heat Transport Systems

All gas segments are treated as pipes, the gas
flow through a pipe Is calculated using an Isothermal
treatment by Shapiro.6

Hie finite difference equation used for the
pressure change In a compressible volume J during a
tine step Is

(1)

For the primary and intermediate loop thermal
hydraulics calculations, SASSYS uses a generalized
geonetry as Indicated in Fig. 1. A number of conpres-
sible volumes are connected by liquid or gas segments,
and each liquid segment can contain one or nore ele-
ments, this treatment allows SASSYS to be used for an
arbitrary arrangement of components, since compres-
sible volumes and segments can be connected in an
arbitrary manner.
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Fig. 1 Generalized Geometry Used in SASSYS

where W (j) is the average liquid flow rate Into the
compressible volume, W (j) Is the average liquid flow
rats out, T^n(J) is the

utemperature of incoming liquid,
and T o u t(J) is the temperature of the outgoing
liquid. Pressure changes due to gas flow betveen cover
gas volumes are handled separately with a similar
equation. The coefficients bp, bj, and b 2 depend on
the properties of the component and the size of the
time step. Usually, bg is zero, bj is related to the
compressibility of the cover gas or the liquid, and b2
In related to effects of the temperature changes.

The basic equation for the flow in liquid flow
segment 1 is

out

(2)

- *p. 2(i) - tov(I) - to fi) + top(i)

where the summation is over the eleiaent, k, iis the
segment; !». Is the element length; Aj. is the flow area;
w is the flow rate; t Is time; p i n is the pressure at
the segment Inlet; p o u t is the pressure at the segment
outlet; Apfr is the friction pressure loss; £pwj is any
orifice or bend pressure drop proportional to w~; &pv

Is any valve pressure drop; Ap~T Is the gravity head,
and Ap is the pump head of any pump in the segment.

After finite differencing and linearizing, this
equation has the form

Aw(i)
a,<l) + 62(i) ta2(i) + At [Ap(jl) - flp(jo)]]

ao(I) - (3)

Liquid segments are characterized by incompres-
sible flow. The elenents In liquid segments repre-
sents components such as pipes, valves, pump
Impellers, snd the tube or shell sides of heat ex-
changers. The reactor core Is a special element that
is handled by the core channel treatment. The core
element is the one element for which the flow Into one
end may not equal the flow out of the other end.

Compressible volumes are characterized by pres-
sures which drive the flows through the liquid and gas
segments. If a compressible volume does not contain a
cover gas, then the liquid Is treated as compressible.
Compressible volumes represents components such as the
coolant Inlet and outlet plenums, pump bowls, a pool,
and pressurlzers.

where Ji and jo are the compressible volumes at the
Inlet and outlet of the liquid segment. The coeffi-
cient 9- Is the degree of implicitness of the solution;
6~™1 for a fully implicit solution, and 8j"0 for an
explicit solution.

In general, the a's are sums of contributions from
each element, k, in the segment. The tern « Q is re-
lated to inertia, «j is the pressure drop at the begin-
ning of the time step, aj is related to partial tine
derivatives of the punp head and pressure drop terns,
and aj Is related to the partial derivatives of the
pressure drops with respect to flov rate.

Equations 1 and 3 can be coatlned to give a matrix
equation which can be solved simultaneously for the
pressure changes In all compressible volumes*



A mirabe? of different temperature calculation
algorithms are used for different components. The pipe
temperature model Is a slug flow model with heat trans-
fer to the pipe walls, as indicated In Fig. 2. The
coolant In a pipe is divided Into a number of moving
equal volume nodes or slugs* the node boundaries move
with the coolant flow. As the flov continues, new
nodes are added to the inlet, and old no-ies are removed
at the outlet. The temperature in a coolant node
changes only due to heat transfer to the pipe wall.
There Is one wall node for each coolant
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Fig. 2 Pipe Temperature Calculations

node. One radial node is used in the pipe wall, and an
adlabatic boundary is assumed on the outside of the
pipe. Hall nodes do not move, so the wall node In
contact with a given coolant node changes periodically
as the coolant node boundaries pass wall nodes.

Steam Generator

SASSYS contains two steam generator options. One
is a very simple option in which the user specifies the
sodium-side temeprature drop as a function of time.
The other option is a moderately detailed, but fast
running, model. The transients of interest for SASSYS
usually do not involve rapid steam generator transients
that would require a very detailed model that would
consume large amounts of computer time.

The noderately detailed model for .in evaporator or
a once-through steam generator was developed by R. May
and B. Singer,7 using an approach siallar to that of
Bein and Yahalom.8 This model uses moving nodal bound-
rles, as Indicated In Fig. 3. Each axial node repre-
sents a well defined physical region with smooth,
slowly varying water properties within the region.
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Fig. 3 Evaporator Model

For each of. these four regions in the evaporator,
an energy equation and a continuity equation is written
for the water. These equations include terms for the
moving boundaries. For each region, an average heat
transfer coefficient is evaluated in order to obtain
the heat flux to the water. On the sodium side, single
phase incompressible flow is assumed, and only an
energy equation is used for each region. In addition,
an over-all loop momentum equation is used for the
sodium in the evaporator plus any pipes attached to it.

A separate model is used for the superheater.
This model Is simpler and faster running, since It does
not use moving boundaries or deal with phase changes.
A quasi-static approximation used for the steam side
energy equation provides a very stable solution
algorithm.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.


